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Within the verbal paradigms of Modern Hebrew, the tendency is for stem-syncretism between 

future and infinitive stems. This general trend can be seen in (1a) (I will return to the bold [h] 

below). In every Binyan, there are also verbs built on roots with final “gutturals” (nowadays 

either silent or realized as [a], following regular rules). As can be seen in (1b), the future and 

infinitive stems of these verbs are identical in B2-B4, but slightly different in B1. 

Furthermore, “guttural”-final verbs B1 and B2 exhibit different preferences. In both, the 

future vocalization is different from that of strong verbs; but while B2 “guttural”-final 

infinitives obey the FUT-INF syncretism at the price of generalizing the difference from strong 

verbs ([le-hiʃamet]), B1 “guttural”-final verbs prefer to align their INF vocalization with strong 

verbs [liʃmot], [li-ʃmóa], at the price of violating the syncretic trend. This paper asks why. 

 

(1) a. “Strong” Roots (with no “guttural”) b. “Guttural”-final roots 

 3MSG.FUT INF  3MSG.FUT INF   

B1 ji-ʃmot l-i-ʃmot ‘drop (tr.)’ ji-ʃma li-ʃmóa ‘hear’ *li-ʃma 

B2 j-iʃamet le-hiʃamet ‘drop (intr.)’ j-iʃama le-hiʃama ‘sound’ *le-hiʃaméa 

B3 je-ʃager je-ʃager ‘launch’ je-ʃagéa le-ʃagéa ‘madden’ *le-ʃaga 

B4 j-afriχ le-hafriχ ‘refute’ j-afría le-hafría ‘bother’ *le-hafra 

 

First, I propose that both realizations /a/ and /o/ are available for any B1 stem, but /o/ 

somehow has priority over /a/ (Mascaró 2007). A unique autosegmental representation (2a) is 

provided for this template following Scheer (2016). Now given this priority, why is /a/ the 

general choice for B1 “guttural”-final future stems, but not for the parallel infinitives?  

Faust (2005) claims that “gutturals” are synchronically represented as a vowel /a/. This /a/ 

is realized in final coda position everywhere except after a lexical vowel /a/: /liʃmoa/ => 

[liʃmóa], but /jiʃmaa/=> [jiʃma]. This non-realization of the “guttural” /a/ in [jiʃma], I contend, 

is the reason for the preference of the vocalization /a/ in the future forms. Bat-El (1994 and 

subsequent work) emphasizes the importance of disyllabic stem size in Modern Hebrew. 

Strong verbs show that the future form is disyllabic, including the prefix [jiʃmot]. By selecting 

the vocalization /a/ for gutturals, one derives the disyllabic [jiʃma], rather than the trisyllabic 

*[jiʃmóa]. If so, this is a case of optimizing phonologically-conditioned allomorph selection. 

But if so, why is the /o/ vocalization selected for infinitives? Faust & Silber-Varod (2014) 

explain the distribution of [h] in (1) using Morpho-Syntax. Subject prefixes are attached to the 

verbal stem in the same phase as the vocalization, but infinitives are created by adding /l-/, 

which is the general dative marker. As such, it is placed outside the phase of its base, which in 

that phase is thus vowel-initial. An epenthetic [h] is inserted, and the subsequent addition of 

/l-/ cannot get rid of this [h]. Now, if infinitives are computed in two steps, then in the 

creation of the B1 “guttural”-final infinitive, the first stage has no prefix. In this state-of-

affairs, selecting /a/ over /o/ will yield a monosyllabic [ʃma]; the /o/ allomorph is therefore 

preferred, because it derives a disyllabic stem [ʃmóa]. An advantage of the account concerns 

the asymmetry noted between B1 and B2. Like for B1, I will assume that both /e/ and /a/ are 

possible vocalizations of the V2 position of the B2 future and infinitive stem /iCaCV2C/ (2b). 

However, unlike the B2 stem, this stem is not monosyllabic. As a result, selecting /e/ for 

“guttural”-final verbs will be as problematic in the future as it will be in the infinitive: both 

will derive *[-iʃaméa], and while [iʃama] also violates disyllabicity, it does so to a lesser 

extent than *[-iʃaméa]). Consequently, the /a/ vocalization will be preferred for both 

“guttural”-final stems, unlike in B1. In B3,4 there is simply only one option, e.g 2c for B3.  

 

(2) a.   /o>a/   b.  i  a  /e>a/   c.  a  e  

         |   |        |   |  

  C C    V C   V C V C   V C   C V C V C 



To summarize, if one adopts the representations in (2), allomorphy is reduced to a 

phonological calculation applied to a single UR: all of the verbs in MH have the same 

template for FUT and INF. 
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